5 Reasons
Revamping Your
Closets Could Help
Sell Your Home
by
The Closet Works, Inc.
Completely Custom Closet Designs and Organization Systems
that are efficient, innovative, aesthetically pleasing and affordable.
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Introduction
Less than 10 years ago, the housing market fell
through the proverbial floor, and many homeowners
found themselves in irreconcilable positions. Today,
interest rates have dropped to record-breaking
lows, and potential home buyers are on the market
for the right home.
You have probably spent a great deal of time
thinking about selling your home, but have you
thought about what lurks behind the closet doors?
If your closets are something to tell children about
in nightmares, you need to seriously consider how
revamping your closet space could exponentially
improve the chances of selling your home. Take a
look at how a meticulously organized closet can
be the difference between “I’m not sure about this
house” and “when I can I move in?”
www.closetworksinc.com
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1
Makes Prospective Buyers See You
as Someone Who Cares About Your
Things

When you run into a prospective client at the
market, you might give them your information and
your business card. You reach into your wallet, and
from the dark, you pull out a crisp, clean business
card. The client takes the card and contacts you.
Your closets are the business cards for selling your
home. They show how much attention-to-detail
you possess, and they reveal your deepest, darkest
secrets. Have you heard the saying, “skeletons
in the closet?” This saying rests at the heart of
impressing your prospective home buyers.
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1

Makes Prospective Buyers See You as
Someone Who Cares About Your Things
Continued..

When your closet is
neatly organized, it
shows you care about
your belongings. It
shows you do not simply
toss things aside, and
you value keeping
things working properly.
This keep-things-working-and-in-order attitude
transcends closet space into every aspect of your
home. It means you do not hide broken pipes
and let things fall into disarray. When something
happens, you immediately call in the experts and fix
the problem.
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Makes Prospective Buyers See You as
Someone Who Cares About Your Things
Continued..

Potential home buyers see this attitude as a sign
of trust and willingness to be honest in the sell.
Ultimately, it reveals your expectation for things
being fixed. Potential buyers will see your organized
closets as a sign your home has always been in tiptop shape and well taken care of. Now, we need to
think about emphasizing your home’s storage space.
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Highlights “Extra” Storage Space

If you were to ask a real estate agent about the most
common concerns for home buyers, you would
probably find storage space near the top of the list.
Even if your home has dozens of closets, a single,
disorganized closet may appear as a sign of too little
space. HGTV emphasizes keeping your closets halfempty when selling your home as well. However, you
must ensure this does not become half-piled-high
closets.
Also, you must think about how your full closet
comes across. If your closet contains once-in-
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Highlights “Extra” Storage Space
Continued..

year-use items,
consider removing
them. Although
everyone keeps holiday
decorations in different
places, they should be
placed in the closet for
potential buyers to see.
This makes buyers think you do not have space, and
it will quickly drive them to another home. If you
truly do not have additional closet space, think of
organizing your closets on an as-needed basis. Place
the most-frequently used items near the front, and
keep rarely-used items out of closet sight. This will
help make sure your prospective house-hunters see
your home as useful and filled with storage space.
Furthermore, cluttered closets make home buyers
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Highlights “Extra” Storage Space
Continued..

think your home lacks space. Home buyers want
space, and highlighting “extra” storage space in
closets will make home buyers want to fill the space.
Plus, it gives the impression of getting more squarefootage for the cost of the home.
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Creates a Must-Have Environment

Think of day-time television shows. Have you ever
seen someone say, “I wouldn’t be able to live like
that,” from a guest when viewing an immenselyorganized space? No. Home buyers are souped-up
shoppers, and your home should have an intense
appeal. Your closets need to look like they are
the shelves at the store, which will make your
prospective buyers want what you have.
Take Martha Stewart: her products are found in near
every organization section in stores. Home buyers
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Creates a Must-Have Environment
Continued..

want to be like what they see on TV. They want to
feel like their closets mirror those of their favorite
celebrities, TV hosts, and idols. Although some
may not agree about the Martha Stewart example,
think of “Lifestyle of the Rich and Famous.” Think
of Macys. Think of Nordstrom’s. A well-organized
closet creates a must-have environment, and
prospective buyers only become homeowners by
deciding to buy what you’re selling.
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Creates a Positive First Impression

What is the first thing you learn about meeting
new people? First impressions are usually the only
impression, and in real estate, first impressions
define how prospective buyers feel about your
home. Even the most grandiose atrium becomes a
distant memory if your closets look like a trainwreck.
Do you want to please prospective buyers, or do
you wish to scare them away. A pile of cloths,
mismatched hangers, and strewn shoes give
prospective buyers the impression your home has
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Creates a Positive First Impression
Continued..

many secrets and is not
worth taking action.
Therefore, your chance
for a first impression
is destroyed, and the
prospective buyers head
to another showing. You
should also consider
what first impressions
your closets are giving.
If your closets appear to show signs of turmoil in
your relationships, even if none truly exist, it may
make home buyers feel they have the upper hand
in your life. For example, a husband’s clothes in a
spare room may make home buyers think you’re
in the midst of a messy divorce. In reality, it could
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Creates a Positive First Impression
Continued..

be extra clothes for when the dry cleaner closes
early. Your closeted items may give the impression
of something else. For example, your closets may
show you do not have similar interests to the home
buyers. This is an easy problem to remedy. Make
your closets look like they are intentionally placed
a specific way. In the master bedroom, make sure
your closets contain articles that will not give the
“looming-divorce” impression.
Creating a positive first impression requires
time and dedication. These untrue, irrational
assumptions may sound unrealistic and slightly
disheartening, but preventing the possibility of a
home buyer making an incorrect assumption will
help sell your home faster.
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Shows You Are Dedicated to Your
Mission

Real estate agents understand the value of home
staging. An intricately staged home will make home
buyers want your home. From the way you position
your furniture to creating an inviting kitchenatmosphere, you must stage every area of your
home, which includes your closets.
If your closets are not walk in closets, or reach in
closets, it can be hard to stage them in a way to
appeal to homebuyers. You do not want to randomly
stack your belonging, and you still need to use some
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Shows You Are Dedicated
to Your Mission
Continued..
of the space. Custom closet staging will give your
home buyers the impression your closets are bigger
than they truly are. Most importantly, it will show
buyers that you have taken the time to stage your
entire home, which reflects your dedication.
Having an organization system, a custom closet
design, and fully-staged closet can make selling
your home a breeze. From showing your attentionto-detail to creating an excellent first impression,
your closets are your business cards for making a
home-sell happen.
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It’s Your Life, We Just Organize
We’re committed to satisfying each and every one of our
customers by providing quality products, installation, and
customer service. Interior designers know the importance of
catering to the individual, which is why they love working
with the Closet Works and why they choose to collaborate
with us time and time again.

GET STARTED

Share this guide!
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